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In the later half of the 20th century, academician Shih-hsiang Chen 
graduated from the United States put forward with the idea of “Chinese 
lyric tradition”.  It is suggested that the time-honored history of Chinese 
literature should be named as “lyric” because “lyric” has served as the 
feature as well as the highest value and ideal of ancient Chinese literature 
and art. As a result, the “Chinese lyric tradition” stands in contrast with 
the “narration tradition” of western epic and drama. After that, Yu-kung 
Kao has completed this delicate system of “lyric aesthetics”, building the 
theoretic foundation of “Chinese lyric tradition”. Mr. Gao was a visiting 
professor for Taiwan University in 1970, attracting many scholars 
focused on ancient Chinese literature from Taiwan, Hong Kong, and 
Singapore. They gathered together regularly for discussion, and published 
theses. Gradually, an academic community with clear subject and rich 
achievements was established, which is “the school of Chinese lyric 
tradition”. Its academic activities and influence has lasted till today.  
The thesis aims at the academic community of “the school of Chinese 
lyric tradition”. The development and history of the school is described 
from two aspects, namely theory discussion and school construction. The 
thesis has investigated the paradox of “lyric tradition”, the adjustments 
and strategies taken by the scholars in reply to questions. Finally, the 
author tries to jump out of the school itself, elaborating the influence of 
the school on Taiwan’s modern cultural life and its own deficiencies. It is 
suggested that equal communication between China and the west is 
important to help avoiding unitary rigid construction model and 
“shadowed” academic research against the background of the inescapable 
comparison between the two sides.  
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